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The Risk and Insurance Management Society, Inc.
(RIMS) is a not-for-profit organization dedicated
to advancing the theory and practice of risk
management.
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CELEBRATING
SUCCESS
usiness leaders from
around the world recognize that strong risk
management practices
can directly impact an
organization’s ability
to grow, innovate and
achieve strategic objectives. But strong
risk management does not happen by
itself. That is why RIMS is pleased to
honor the professionals and chapters that
are using their knowledge and expertise
to further their organizational goals and
help empower the entire risk management
community every day.
We are proud to recognize the 2020 RIMS
Risk Manager of the Year Roxsann Wilson
for her impressive accomplishments as the
vice president of risk management at Cardinal Health, and Jane Sandler, vice president
of global risk management at McKesson
Corporation, as the newest member of the
Risk Management Honor Roll.
For her accomplishments throughout
her impressive career, Audrey Rampinelli
is being honored with the 2020 Harry and
Dorothy Goodell Award. Named in honor of
RIMS’ first president, the award pays tribute to an individual who has furthered the
goals of the Society and the risk management discipline through outstanding
service and achievement.

B

Laura Langone
2020 RIMS President

Mary Roth, ARM
RIMS CEO
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RIMS also recognizes the exceptional
work of its chapter leaders, like 2020 Ron
Judd Heart of RIMS Award honoree Larry
Glasser of RIMS Broward County chapter,
as well as the outstanding chapters that
were honored with Enhancing Chapter
Outcomes (ECHO) awards. These include
Chapter of the Year Nevada, Innovation
Award winner New York, Development
Award winner Upstate New York, Engagement Award winner Orange County and
Advocacy Award winner Broward County.
These chapters have distinguished themselves by setting exceptional strategic
plans in motion to achieve their goals and
objectives, demonstrating how successful
chapters can make a sizable impact on our
community.
Finally, for demonstrating a high level
of initiative, volunteerism, professional
development, achievement and leadership
potential while still in the early stages of
her career, Katherine Dawal of K+ S Potash
Canada was named this year’s Rising Star.
Her dedication is sure to take her far in
her career.
It is with great pleasure that we present
and honor the remarkable achievements
of this year’s award winners and we
encourage you to learn more about their
notable accomplishments in this special
RIMS awards issue.
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Cardinal
Health, Inc.

When Roxsann Wilson rejoined Cardinal Health, Inc. as
vice president of risk management in 2016, it marked the beginning of a critical homecoming. Having been with Cardinal eight
years prior before moving on to other organizations, Wilson had
a good working knowledge of the company, which was vital to
both parties’ success since Cardinal had recently completed
or announced a number of global acquisitions. With the longtime vice president of risk management retiring, the company
could not leave its risk group without another strong, trustworthy
leader who could hit the ground running.

by
Justin Smulison
Risk Management
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Wilson recognized the opportunities in rejoining and as she helped Cardinal acclimate to its new global footholds, she consistently found ways to minimize costs,
reduce bottlenecks in risk reporting and foster a broad risk culture among Cardinal’s
50,000 employees. For these reasons, in addition to her contributions to the growth of
the risk profession as a whole, she rightfully earned the title of 2020 Risk Manager of
the Year.
“I’m the kind of person who likes a new challenge every day, and I certainly get that
in my current role,” Wilson said. “Once I started working in the health care and life
science space, I recognized that I really enjoy working for mission-driven companies.
Health care impacts every single person across the world and Cardinal is focused on
improving health care by making it more cost-effective and improving efficiencies. It
is easy for me to get behind that, personally and professionally.”
With annual revenues of approximately $145 billion (reported in 2019) and operating earnings of $2.1 billion, Cardinal Health is among the world’s leading healthcare services and products companies. Through its pharmaceutical and medical
5
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segments—its two largest arms—Cardinal connects patients,
providers, payers, pharmacists and manufacturers for integrated care coordination and patient management.
Wilson is based in the company’s Dublin, Ohio headquarters where she manages a risk department of 12. It is there
where Wilson’s combination of passion and purpose drives
the constantly improving and evolving risk culture at Cardinal Health, influencing both its employees and its worldwide
customer base.

Building a Foundation
WILSON’S CAREER IN RISK MANAGEMENT began in 1999,
shortly after graduating from Ohio Wesleyan University with
a B.A. in Economics. Her entree into risk management was
at a large insurance brokerage. Eventually, one of her clients
thought well of her work and recruited her over to the risk
management side. She liked what the profession offered so
much that she abandoned going to law school and pursued a
career in risk management.
“Risk management has kept my interest because it is kind of
the perfect combination of math, legal issues, engineering and
operations,” Wilson said. “Every day is new and unique.”
Following a nearly five-year stint as risk manager of The
Scotts Miracle-Gro Company, she joined Cardinal Health in
2008, which in many ways set the course for much of her career.
Just a few months into the position, Cardinal publicly
announced it planned to spin off CareFusion, its $3 billion-plus
medical technologies division. The company’s leaders had
confidence in their new hire and asked Wilson to lead this new
venture’s risk management division. She accepted and supervised its risk financing structure, property and automobile loss
prevention and claims management for five years. Her contributions were also acknowledged in 2011 when she was a semifinalist for Risk Manager of the Year.
“That was my first lead position and I knew it was a rare
opportunity that Cardinal afforded me,” she recalled. “It was
exciting to set up everything from scratch, like picking all your
vendors and program structures. It took a lot of energy and fortitude. We took what Cardinal had as a template and formed it to
what CareFusion needed.”
During her time with CareFusion, Wilson also earned her
MBA from the University of Michigan’s Stephen M. Ross School
of Business. After a brief stint with another employer, she
returned to Cardinal Health in February 2016 following its separate multibillion-dollar acquisitions of The Harvard Drug Group
and Cordis, a global leader in cardiology and endovascular
devices, from Johnson & Johnson.

Finding Frameworks
THE INTEGRATION OF CORDIS was especially noteworthy,
as it brought with it international expansion and product cate6
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gories that were new to Cardinal. That acquisition and others
have bolstered Cardinal’s international footprint to more than 60
countries.
Wilson was tasked with ensuring a seamless integration. First,
she strategically used Cardinal’s captive to set up reinsurance
for the international fronted policies to support these new arms
of the company. “We had to make sure we met the needs of all
of our local associates around the world,” Wilson said. “This
included everything from auto insurance that enables employees
to drive their company cars in Belgium to making sure they were
able to conduct their clinical trials. All this is vital to providing
the best possible service to our internal customers.”
Wilson also led the re-energizing of Cardinal’s enterprise risk
management and business continuity functions to dovetail with
the expansion catalyzed by the large-scale acquisitions. Among
her team’s many ERM-driven initiatives, she established the
ERM Steering team to execute the ERM process across all business units and corporate functions for risk identification, prioritization and mitigation planning. They also frequently update
the Cardinal Operating Committee (comprised of the key business leaders) with both “Top 10” and emerging risks.
“In terms of governance, I think having better engagement
with top leaders and getting consistency throughout our organization is where we’re continuing to focus,” she said.
Wilson looked at ISO frameworks and the practices of other
organizations to customize a homegrown ERM process that
was mindful of Cardinal’s continuing global development. By
coordinating with facilities and environmental health services,
she was able to evaluate property risk and environmental
exposures.
One example of this effective planning involved a deficient
roof in a major Florida manufacturing facility. Wilson allocated
funds to the integration budget and made the business case to
have it addressed immediately after the closing of an acquisition.
This work was completed a few months prior to the 2017 hurricane season when Hurricane Irma hit Florida that September,
causing an estimated $50 billion in global damages.
“The facility thankfully withstood the storm, but we could
have experienced multimillion-dollar losses in a best-case
scenario had it been in the Category 4’s path,” she said. Similarly,
when Hurricane Maria directly hit Puerto Rico later that same
month and crippled its infrastructure in several areas, Cardinal’s
facilities were able to endure the winds with only minor damage,
shift to backup power, and service local associates and customers throughout the island.

Creating a Risk-Aware Culture
WILSON FULLY ACKNOWLEDGES THAT the success of her
department can be attributed to its camaraderie and teamwork.
Driving a risk culture in such a large company, she said, is where
her team has performed exceptionally well. “They have stepped
2020 RIMS Awards Edition
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up to every challenge that’s been presented to them,” she said. “I
can’t say enough about what it means to work with such dedicated people every day.”
If the department did not lead by example and act in a riskminded way, she noted, they could not reasonably expect the
organization to follow along. By appealing to the broader sense
of spirited competition, the education and engagement of her
team has paid off and resulted in big savings for the company
and improved outcomes for injured associates.
Her team’s workers compensation cost containment initiatives exemplify this strategy. One company she partnered with is
ReEmployAbility, which specializes in managed care and health
resources so that injured workers can return back to work as
quickly and safely as possible.
Wilson also modified Cardinal’s allocation methodology to
provide a financial incentive to its businesses to speed up claims
reporting. Tracking the progress was
as simple as providing scorecards and
unconsciously tapping into a competitive spirit. “People perform on what
they know they’re being measured on
and competitiveness can drive the right
behaviors,” she said.
The effectiveness of the initiative
is supported by the numbers—the
programs have resulted in millions of
dollars in annual savings, and in the last
two years, injury reporting time has
shrunk from eight days to three. This has also led to a reduction
in claim frequency at Cardinal’s five highest-risk locations.
“I’d rather have 50,000 associates out there helping identify the risks happening every day than just the 12 people on
my team trying to capture everything,” she said. “And so we’ve
focused on educating those associates and they are becoming
our boots on the ground regarding risk and mitigations.”

And with the interns brought into the fold, Wilson and her
group have more than just coffee and photocopier go-fers. In
many respects, they become the test audience for programs and
even business communication. Furthermore, she noted that the
Cardinal Health risk group gains from the internship program by
having direct, real-time access to outsider points of view.
“Some of the skills that our interns bring in terms of data and
analytics are extremely beneficial because those tools weren’t
there when I went to school,” she said. “Their ability to take
information and work with it is very impressive, and we are
getting brand new perspectives. We bring them in and look to
see if we’re explaining a program or method effectively. If not,
we reassess our messaging.”
Mentorship is another area in which Wilson has made an
impact on the profession. Her mentees have been at Cardinal and
past companies and whether they are studying for an exam or

Guiding the Next Generation
WILSON IS ALSO MAKING efforts to ensure that Cardinal
plants the seeds to continuously grow its risk management
department. Speaking at local colleges was not generating
enough enthusiasm or interest from students, so she implemented an internship program in her group to expose students
to the profession so that they can see its contributions firsthand. “Ask 18-to-23-year-olds what they want to do with their
lives and most do not say they want to be risk managers,”
she said. “We have to show them how unique it really is and
how being in risk and insurance can expose them to different
aspects of the business.”
The summer program has hosted three interns in the past two
years, and it has been extended beyond the season and up to 15
hours a week depending on the students’ schedules.
Risk Management
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have their sights set on a promotion
or new position, she feels a responsibility to help them achieve their
short- and long-term career goals.
The experiences and skills she has
imparted have certainly helped
other risk professionals. “Four of my
former associates are now leading
risk management departments,” she
noted, adding that at least one has
succeeded her in a former role.
She also advocates for international travel and advises
students and rising risk professionals to visit new places
to develop a broader perspective on the world and the risk
management profession.
“If you get an assignment to Bermuda or London, go,” Wilson
said. “Get that direct experience with captives. London is the
birthplace of insurance so getting experience there early in your
career is a great opportunity, particularly before you have family
and other obligations that may make it more difficult. I think it
doubles as a great opportunity for folks to expand their global
networks, because the world is getting smaller. Everyone needs
to prioritize networking and creating strong connections.” ♦

KIRSTEN ULVE

Risk management has kept my interest
because it is kind of the perfect
combination of math, legal issues,
engineering and operations.
Every day is new and unique.

7
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Jane
Sandler

McKesson Corporation
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by Emily Holbrook
Illustration by Kirsten Ulve
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JANE SANDLER IMMIGRATED TO THE UNITED STATES
from Ukraine in 1990 with thoughts of one day becoming a
doctor. As an undergraduate at Georgia State University, she
was drawn to another path, however, and changed her major
from pre-med to risk management, and later, earned her graduate degree in finance and risk modeling. It was a fortuitous move
that would lead her to the profession and industry she loves.
The experience of assimilating to a new country taught her to
embrace change, anticipate disruption and welcome new challenges. These traits proved to be valuable as she rose through
the ranks within the industry to her position as vice president of
global risk management for McKesson Corporation, a Fortune
50 global health care company. At McKesson, Sandler is not only
responsible for ensuring the company’s risk management objectives are effective, but also for total cost of risk containment for
the company and its subsidiaries worldwide.
When Sandler joined McKesson in 2016, her vision was to
elevate the risk management department’s role as a proactive,
consultative and value-enhancing partner to the organization. A
strong believer in the critical role the risk management plays in
organization’s success, she saw an opportunity to change how
McKesson views and manages its risk and solidify her department’s role as a vital contributor to many of company’s important decisions.
2020 RIMS Awards Edition
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Sandler’s success as a change agent was supported by her
team and senior management, including Brian P. Moore,
senior vice president and treasurer for McKesson. “Jane came
to McKesson during a challenging time for the company
and for the department she was inheriting,” Moore said.
“Hiring her was one of the best decisions I have ever made
professionally.”

Path to Success
Shortly after joining McKesson, Sandler was faced with a
number of unique challenges. After decades of significant
growth, McKesson encountered major industry headwinds
and pressures on its business model that caused its stock
price to drop by over 35% in 2016.
Two weeks into her job, she was asked to create and
cascade opportunities to help McKesson efficiently navigate
industry disruption and, further, to achieve a double-digit
premium and administrative cost reduction. The savings
target equated to a 50% rate cut across McKesson’s global
insurance portfolio, with the goal to maintain or improve
coverage. Embracing the challenge, Sandler motivated her
brokers to model McKesson’s risk financing opportunities
and established a strategy to not only meet the immediate
savings targets, but to also make important changes to the
way McKesson manages its risk.
In the recent past, the company’s insurance purchases had
been driven by soft market dynamics. McKesson’s refreshed
risk financing strategy put an importance on decision-making
using advanced data and analytics. In addition to this pivot,
Sandler expanded the company’s risk management value by
bringing McKesson’s global acquisitions into the updated risk
and insurance framework.
Another challenge came when McKesson announced it
would be undergoing a reduction in force effort. Sandler
knew that finding a way to exceed her targets meant saving
jobs for many at the company, including her team. She petitioned for her 11-person team and gained executive support
to retain them, but to do so Sandler had to commit to delivering the anticipated savings from other areas under her
management, so she led and executed a number of important
initiatives:
● Strategic alignment on risk finan ing strategy:

Sandler engaged her global CFOs to support an analytics
study, with the goal of ensuring a quantitative underpinning for risk financing decision making. Her position was that insurance purchase decisions should not
Risk Management
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be driven exclusively by market dynamics but must also
include a quantitative insight into the company’s risk
economics and cost of capital considerations. Sandler
brought a fresh perspective on McKesson’s risk financing strategy and insurance-buying process to ensure that
decisions are driven by advanced analytics and modeling. The results of her efforts were impressive. In her
first two years with McKesson, Sandler had reduced the
company’s insurance spend to meet ambitious targets,
despite collecting on new claims, incorporating revenue growth of an additional $19.5 billion in the next two
years, and integrating a €21.4 billion (in 2016 revenue)
European acquisition.
● Globalizing risk management value: Historically,
the European entity acquired by McKesson had been
a matrixed organization with each subsidiary making
its own insurance decisions. The European business
had 40,000 employees across more than 10 countries.
Sandler promoted the importance of a global enterprise
approach and created the company’s global risk management function. It proved to be an important strategic
advantage as Sandler successfully integrated all acquisitions into McKesson’s existing risk and insurance framework and delivered meaningful insurance and vendor
cost synergies.
● Talent development and performance mindset:
Recognizing the importance of developing strong talent
and inspiring a results-driven performance mindset,
Sandler rebalanced and re-energized her team and helped
it develop a better understanding of how successfully
achieving risk management metrics contributes to overall growth. This mindset raised the profile of her team to
serve as a center of excellence and aligned its strategy and
goal-setting to McKesson’s mission, culture and objectives. In order to spark this transformation, Sandler redesigned the team structure and individual responsibilities,
alleviated frustrating workforce bottlenecks, and created
new growth opportunities. Through her efforts, she was
able to create a team that is seen as a valuable business
partner enabling innovation and business development.

RFO and Captive Studies
One of the key enablers of Sandler’s success was gaining
support from global leadership for risk financing optimization (RFO) and captive utilization studies. Sandler and her
team collaborated closely with internal partners as well as
McKesson’s insurance broker and advanced analytics teams.
9
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The result was a strategic refresh of McKesson’s risk financing philosophy and risk appetite.
“It allowed me to formulate McKesson’s risk-bearing capacity and develop a three-year risk financing strategy in close
alignment with the company’s risk tolerance,” Sandler said.
The strategy consisted of three areas of focus: 1) reduce risk
financing costs, 2) improve claims experience and outcomes,
and 3) reduce McKesson’s dependence on commercial
insurance.
“We were well-positioned to understand market pricing
inefficiencies and evaluate the full spectrum of risks and
range of potential outcomes through the lens of the most
efficient use of capital,” she said. “We quickly moved to
communicate McKesson’s differentiated risk profile to our
underwriters, achieving global integration across previously
dispersed programs and gaining significant improvements in
both pricing and terms.”
Sandler also leveraged the data to identify opportunities to retain risk within McKesson’s captives, enabling the
company to reduce its total cost of risk transfer. The study
explored limit adequacy across a probability curve, black
swan scenarios, tailored pricing by each insurance program
and layer, alternative program structures, and risk transfer
mechanisms.
Not only did Sandler and her team gain improvements
in both pricing and terms, they also added critical coverage
components and increased limits in the key balance sheet
protection areas.

Putting Data to Work
Early on, Sandler realized the importance of using progressive data analytics tools to optimize risk forecasting and mitigation. Because of this, she took on the task of designing and
implementing a new risk management information system
(RMIS) to help McKesson improve data integrity, reporting
and analytics capability of the risk management function.
“It was a daunting challenge, indeed, as no off-the-shelf
solution fully met our needs,” Sandler said. “The magnitude
of this project didn’t rattle my team, however, as we were
confident in our ability to bring more efficient and cost-saving practices to McKesson.”
The team rolled up their sleeves to design and implement the new global RMIS, which allowed them to improve
McKesson’s property values collection and better quantify
loss mitigation efforts to incentivize good organizational
behaviors.
By implementing a custom-built solution with pre-defined
10
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data integrity checks, Sandler’s team shrunk the data collection cycle from three months to under three weeks, freeing
up valuable team time to focus on other priorities. With more
time to devote to other initiatives, she and her team quickly
dove into customizing McKesson’s internal reporting to
improve operational leadership engagement. They also developed dynamic cost allocation models to drive alignment with
loss mitigation efforts, in addition to traditionally applied loss
and exposure data.
For example, in redefining its workers compensation
claims costs allocation methodology, Sandler included a
lead “carrot” indicator, tying the cost allocation to proactive loss prevention key performance metrics, such as
compliance with employee safety programs, training, claims
reporting lag times and other measures proven to prevent
accidents and expedite injured employee recovery. In a similar fashion, Sandler redesigned insurance cost allocation for
McKesson’s other physical, operational and cyber risks. The
introduction and socialization of new reporting and allocation initiatives improved the risk management team’s ability
to promote and incentivize good organizational behaviors,
drive focus on continued improvement, and manage McKesson’s total cost of risk.

Passion for the Profession
Sandler’s passion for the risk management industry shows
through her continuous advocacy of the profession. To foster
interest among college students and recent graduates and
help mentor and develop these young professionals, she
launched a risk management internship program at McKesson. She also serves on the Board of Trustees of the Georgia
State University Risk Management Foundation, is a frequent
contributor and speaker at industry events, has served
as the president of the RIMS Atlanta chapter, as well as a
board member of the Georgia Society for Healthcare Risk
Management.
“From the strategic perspective, the future of the industry lies in innovative use of technology and data analytics to
proactively manage emerging risks for our enterprise, business partners and customers,” she said. “From a talent development perspective, I see more opportunities to recognize
and celebrate contributions of diverse talent at every level of
the organization. We must continue to champion the importance of inclusion of everyone around the table. I am encouraged to see our industry embrace this mindset and become
more agile and creative in responding to the ever-changing
landscape of risks.” ♦
2020 RIMS Awards Edition
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Rampinelli
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by Emily Holbrook
Illustration by Kirsten Ulve
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BECAUSE OF HER UNCONVENTIONAL JOURNEY TO
risk management, Audrey Rampinelli often refers to herself as
an “accidental risk manager.” When she started out as a fine arts
major at Syracuse University, her sights were set on landing
a job among the glamour of New York’s Madison Avenue. But
shortly after she graduated college, her father suffered a serious
accident and was hospitalized for six months. At the time, he
owned his own business—an electrical contracting company in
New York City—and someone had to take over.
“Since I had not yet landed my Madison Avenue dream job,
it was ‘tag, you’re it,’” Rampinelli said. “I had a lot to learn. Not
only about construction, but about running a business. And,
starting my career by negotiating with New York City Local
3 union members also turned out to be a good grounding for
negotiating with brokers and insurers later on. Little did I realize
at the time that I would absolutely love the world of business.”
She decided that a law degree would help propel her career,
so she began studying for the LSATs and landed a job in the
legal department of Carol Management Corporation (CMC), a
New York real estate firm. Being the new kid at CMC, her supervisors gave her something no one else wanted to touch—insurance claim litigation.
“I cut my teeth in the insurance world on claims,” Rampinelli
said. “But, being ultra-curious about things, I wanted to under2020 RIMS Awards Edition
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stand and analyze things about the claims that no one had
done before. Were there trends? How can we analyze patterns
and cost trajectories and potential areas to mitigate the
losses, etc.? It was data analytics ahead of its time, without
artificial intelligence. So, I digitized the data—at a time when
there weren’t computers on every desk—and went to work.”
CMC’s chief financial officer took notice of her successes,
most notably the cost savings and return on investments,
and asked her if she’d ever heard of risk management and
if she would like to form a new department. It was in the
risk management department of CMC that she “found her
passion,” she said. Deciding to forego law school, she dove
into her new job and thrived.
After creating the inaugural risk management department
at CMC, she moved on to work with the Rockefeller family at
their risk management subsidiary, creating a framework for
overseeing risk management and insurance for their for-profit
and not-for-profit organizations, while also working with
their captive. Their portfolio of entities gave her the opportunity to learn about diverse industry verticals and operations,
such as Rockefeller Center, Radio City Music Hall, the Rockettes, Rockefeller University, Woodstock Inn & Resort and
major philanthropic groups in which the organization was
involved. It was “a phenomenal experience,” she said.
When the opportunity arose in 1999 to join Loews Corporation, she jumped at it. To Rampinelli, it was an opportunity to change the dynamics of a Fortune 250 company’s risk
management department, taking it from a traditional insurance procurement group and transforming it into a worldclass, enterprise-focused risk management discipline with its
sights set on emerging risks and innovation. In her words, it
was “a total white board to create from the ground up. Music
to my ears.”
During her 18 years at Loews, Rampinelli enjoyed several
successes, such as securing buy-in across corporate and
independently run subsidiaries and spearheading targeted
initiatives that resulted in double-digit millions of dollars
in savings over the years. She also formalized the corporation’s enterprise risk management program, led a strategic
restructuring of the company’s insurance function to optimize premiums and served as a driving force behind Loews’
creation of its corporate risk council, corporate cyberrisk
committee and business continuity team.
Since 2018, Rampinelli has been the driving force of her
own business, OnRamp Risk LLC, an industry hybrid that
brings together risk management and emerging technology
to develop business solutions.
Risk Management
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While most of Rampinelli’s career has been a positive
experience filled with successful milestones, she has faced
some frustrations when it comes to others’ perspectives on
risk management. Specifically, she has consistently worked
to counter two pervasive misconceptions—first, that “risk
management equals insurance” and second, that “risk equals
bad things.”
“Risk is not a negative, but an opportunity,” she said. “So,
instead of ‘risk management,’ perhaps we should be calling it
‘risk optimization.’”

Outlook for the Profession
To Rampinelli, the “future” of risk management is now.
Change has long been a constant in the business environment, but technology and its ever-evolving advances are
making that change exponentially faster than most in the
industry have ever experienced.
“Many risk managers are unaccustomed to dealing with
this pace of change,” she said. “Coupled with the fact that
business operations are dynamically shifting at the same
pace, there is an opportunity for risk managers to utilize
insurtech and risktech advancements to elevate discussions
to a more strategic level, becoming a valuable strategic partner in creating competitive advantage for their respective
organizations.”
But, she warns, those in the industry must listen to the
customer, the voice of which, she points out, is sometimes
absent from the equation. In particular, she has observed that
risk managers are often missing from the front lines of digital
transformation.
“Incumbent insurance and brokerage companies are partnering with insurtech startups to create solutions that they
maintain are being driven by the customer,” she said. “But
there has been evidence that these solutions do not involve
risk managers and are being created from the incumbents’
lens of what the customer wants, or what they think customers want.”
She also sees risk managers being charged to do more
with less resources, and many who are sometimes too busy
“blocking and tackling to lift up heads and take an active
role,” as she put it. “But it will be vital for the existence of risk
professionals to step into the void and use our voices,” she
said. “Without participating in leading-edge discussions, risk
managers risk being left behind.”
There is, however, an opportunity for risk professionals
in the form of innovative solutions being created at this very
moment. “For example, predictive analytics coupled with
13
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artificial intelligence could provide a way to make sense out
of disparate data points, on a real-time basis,” she said. “And
that could arm risk professionals with precise information
to elevate a discussion to a more strategic one and drive
competitive advantages for their company.
“Risk managers have a great capacity to drive change. The
problem is that many don’t realize it, particularly if their
organizational structures don’t give them an opportunity to
provide their voice. But you have to use your voice—you need
to be heard and recognized.”

I’ve always thought from
the beginning that while
insurance is important, you really
need to understand the strategy
of the company and have a
broad-based, enterprise-wide
holistic view of risk.
Active Participation
Few individuals are more involved in every aspect of risk
management—in and out of the office—than Audrey Rampinelli. Beyond her day job, she has dedicated more than
20 years toward her various board member roles with the
New York chapter of the Risk and Insurance Management
Society (RIMS). Under her leadership as chapter president,
RIMS’ first Young Risk Practitioners group was formed.
Rampinelli has also developed conference programming
focused on insurtech, risktech, data analytics and other
emerging technology solutions for the risk management
field. Most notably, she helped create events such as “RIMStech, the Insurtech Competition” at the 2019 RIMS Annual
Conference in Boston and the RIMS Risktech Forum last
year in New York.
Rampinelli is also a member of the grants and innovation committees for the Spencer Educational Foundation
and has actively participated as a visiting risk management
professional with the Spencer Educational Foundation Risk
Manager in Residence program. Additionally, she has contributed to the RIMScast podcast and Risk Management Monitor,
the official blog of Risk Management magazine.
She also sat on the advisory boards of Liberty Mutual,
14
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SwissRe, AIG, Advisen, BI RM Summit, D&I Institute and
the American Hotel & Lodging Association. To top it off, she
was selected by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) to represent risk management on the DHS Cyber
Security Insurance Roundtable in Washington, D.C. This
initiative was a collaboration of risk management, technology
and insurance professionals working to define the pillars of
an effective risk culture, such as executive leadership, education and awareness, technology, and information sharing. The
event culminated in a published report designed to serve as a
foundation for cybersecurity risk and insurance solutions.

Inspiring Future Professionals
Rampinelli’s experience has armed her with a wealth of
advice for the future generation of risk managers. For those
choosing a career, recent graduates or anyone looking to
make a professional change, she says it is imperative to keep
learning and, even more importantly, keep evolving. In fact,
she has seven tenets she lives by that can apply to industry
veterans and recent hires alike:
1. Stay open to opportunities as they can present themselves
when you least expect it.
2. Find your passion—you must be passionate about what
you are doing.
3. Surround yourself with experts in different areas.
4. Find a mentor, a champion, a sponsor.
5. Give back by volunteering, mentoring or becoming
a resource for others.
6. Keep an open mind and always be curious.
7. Take risks.
“When I joined this community, risk management was fully
focused on and encompassed in insurance,” she said. “I’ve
always thought from the beginning that while insurance is
important, you really need to understand the strategy of the
company and have a broad-based, enterprise-wide holistic
view of risk. Don’t get me wrong, insurance is a vital part of
financing risk and quite honestly, I was very much an insurance nerd before it was a ‘thing.’ But I have always believed
that you have to use a much broader lens; risk is a critical
underpinning of business strategy and ultimate success. The
next generation must stay ahead of the curve and embrace
innovative opportunities, while optimizing risk and driving
strategic growth.”
And perhaps most importantly, she said, “Don’t ask why…
ask why not?” ♦
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LEARN RISK
Attend an Online Course
RIMS online education provides a flexible alternative and gives you the freedom
to learn risk management anywhere, for any length of time. Courses incorporate
various mediums, case studies, demos, practical exercises and articles. Each hour
is also eligible for one point towards RIMS-CRMP recertification.

ONLINE COURSES:
• Cyber Risk and Data Security (Available in Spanish)
• Designing an ERM Framework
• Financial Risk Management Fundamentals
• Fundamentals of Insurance
• RIMS-CRMP Overview
• RIMS-CRMP-FED Online Series
• Risk Analysis Forecasting Tools
• Risk Management Techniques (Available in Spanish)
• Workers Compensation

Discounted member rates are available.
www.RIMS.org/OnlineCourses
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The Ron Judd Heart of RIMS Award recognizes
the volunteer contributions of a RIMS member
who serves as a role model while keeping the
chapter, and hence the Society, vibrant and resilient,
thereby truly exemplifying the “Heart of RIMS.”

Lawrence
“Larry”
Glasser
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

by Justin Smulison
Illustration by Kirsten Ulve
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ANY RISK PROFESSIONAL WHO HAS BEEN BASED NEAR
Broward County, Florida in the past 30 years undoubtedly
knows Laurence “Larry” Glasser. The longest-tenured member
of the Broward County RIMS chapter, Glasser has maintained a
presence in its foreground and background, having held multiple positions from usher to president.
The director of risk management for Amerijet Holdings since
2002, and a member of the Broward County chapter’s Board of
Directors since the early 1990s, Glasser has helped foster the
chapter’s growth and enhanced its visibility among risk professionals in the Sunshine State.
“Years ago when I first joined, we were worried about meeting minimum attendance and checks bouncing on the day of
an event,” Glasser said. “We turned that around over time. We
regularly have between 80 and 100 members now, depending
on the time of year, and our meetings often approach maximum
capacity. Our February lunch had 60 people, for example. We
spend a lot of time on small things to make our meetings feel
like an event, and to make our events feel like something unique
and special.”
2020 RIMS Awards Edition
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Developing Skills Through RIMS
Glasser entered the profession by accident, literally. In the
1980s, he had been a frontline worker for American Medical
Response, a private emergency medical service organization,
and injured his lower back responding to a call. The injury
forced him to take various office and management positions
and it was then when he discovered the intricacies of workers compensation from the claimant’s side. Glasser was later
introduced to members of the organization’s insurance group
as part of a project.
“That was my first real exposure to people who were
involved in risk management full-time,” he recalled. When
he was referred to the RIMS Broward County chapter in
1990, Glasser realized he had found a support system to
help develop his skills. “Up until that point, I had absolutely no background in risk management or anything
that supports risk management beyond safety. RIMS was
really the first organized concept of risk management I was
exposed to and I can honestly say RIMS made me the risk
manager I am today.”
As he continued in his career as risk manager of American
Medical Response, he eventually entered the Associate
in Risk Management (ARM) program at Florida Atlantic
University. The combination of full-time responsibilities
and education propelled Glasser’s progress and helped him
establish himself as a knowledgeable risk manager.
But his soft skills needed to be developed. While it would
shock most people who know him, Glasser—who now
emcees the chapter’s themed events in costume and incharacter—initially needed to be coaxed into speaking up
and being an active presence rather than a passive observer
at chapter meetings.
“I originally was a wallflower and in my first meetings,
when I sat down at a table to say something funny, you’d have
heard crickets,” he said. “But I eventually came out of my shell
as I kept attending. I needed to be engaged and I realized that
I also needed to do the engaging, because there can be nothing more boring than a professional organization’s meeting.”
Now, by his own admission, it is hard to keep him away
from a microphone, and he attributes his confidence in public
speaking to his RIMS involvement. “You’ve got to have the
ability to interact with people,” he said. “RIMS is
my Toastmasters.”
Though he has the ability to create a party-like atmosphere, RIMS themed-meetings are about more than donning
multicolored wigs and appearing as Wayne and Garth from
Wayne’s World. The experience of building the meetings
Risk Management
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further strengthened his time and project management skills,
which are easily transferable and critical to any risk management position.
“The logistics involved in event and meeting planning can
be incredibly challenging, even at the chapter level,” he said.
“I continue to learn a lot about time management. You’ve
got a set amount of time to accomplish your goals before
your speaker takes the podium and the guests start getting
up and walking out. The skills and experience you pick up
from organizing events can easily be used in your own daily
responsibilities.”
RIMS has benefited from his leadership as well. Glasser
has held most of the positions in the chapter, including vice
president (2001-2003), president (2003, 2008, and 2017-19)
and even filled in as treasurer early on when the board had

I originally was a wallfl wer
and in my fi st meetings, when
I sat down at a table to say
something funny, you’d have
heard crickets. But I eventually
came out of my shell as I kept
attending.
only two people. “I have always been thankful to Amerijet International for their continued support of my RIMS
involvement,” he said, “and I make sure they see its value
for the company as well.”
His contributions as a RIMS delegate and membership
director (2015-2016) helped earn the chapter the Membership Star award for boosting membership 6% to 9% in 2015
and the Membership Superstar Award in 2016 for growing
by at least 9%. In 2015, the chapter was honored with the
SOS Spirit of Hope Award for an Outstanding Community
Partner, presented by SOS Children’s Village of Florida, after
many years of supporting the foster care neighborhood.
His devotion to RIMS in Florida—combined with his
love for technology and the digital space—even has him
assisting as the consulting webmaster for other RIMS chapters. This is no surprise as Glasser was one of the original
members of the RIMS Technology Advisory Council when
the Society was laying the foundations for chapter and
regional websites.
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Driving Engagement
With seven chapters, Florida has the most of any state in
the United States. Coupled with the limited number of
risk professionals and nearby universities with risk
management schools to formally engage with students,
this has created strong competition among these chapters
for new members.
So in classic Glasser fashion, he saw opportunities where
others might see dead ends. Partnering with other professional organizations and promoting the work of non-members may seem counterintuitive, but it further serves
Glasser’s approach to broader engagement. He said the

“The small things are important. Even down to getting their
own name tag, people remember these finer details.”

Paying It Forward
Many RIMS officers and delegates have Glasser to thank for
instilling in them the confidence to volunteer their services.
A prime example is Elizabeth Guimaraes, director of risk
management for Nova Southeastern University, whom
Glasser took under his wing in Broward County. Despite
some initial reluctance, Guimaraes caught the volunteerism
bug and eventually became the chapter’s membership director and several other roles including president. Her influence

Partnering with other groups
and demonstrating inclusivity
has been vital to our chapter’s
success. When you promote
someone’s offerings or
achievements, they will do
the same for you.
strategy has boosted RIMS awareness among professionals indirectly related to risk management, which has in
turn increased attendance and membership through the
years. One example is the relationship he has cultivated
with members of other groups. “Joint Meetings” with other
groups such as the National African American Insurance
Association (NAAIA), Public Risk Managers Association
(PRIMA), or other RIMS chapters for example, have been
mutually beneficial and Glasser said members of those
groups have returned several times.
“Partnering with other groups and demonstrating inclusivity has been vital to our chapter’s success,” Glasser said.
“When you promote someone’s offerings or achievements,
they will do the same for you.”
In an effort to better address engagement, time management and project management challenges, Glasser and
chapter leadership also created the Chapter Host position in
an effort to further ensure the continually growing chapter
maintains a personal touch. “The Chapter Host is a volunteer
position that can be filled by a member or non-member to
welcome people, make them feel accommodated and even try
to keep them from slipping to the back of the room,” he said.
18
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was eventually felt globally, as she chaired the Society’s Legislative Affairs Committee (2017-2018). And Glasser is, in turn,
inspired by Guimaraes’ achievements and has high hopes that
other local and young members will follow in those footsteps.
“Elizabeth’s experience is what I’d like to see from chapter
leadership–and I say that because the leadership will determine what the chapter will look like,” Glasser said. “They
need to be fearless. They can’t be afraid to get up in front of
the world and even make mistakes. I’ll always be involved
but the chapter itself needs to grow beyond the numbers
and focus on what we offer to the risk management and local
communities.
“I want the next group of leaders to remember that as
they step up. But I think it’s probably as important, or more
important, to learn from the next generation of risk professionals. If we don’t listen to what they say, we will not know
what our chapters will need or the direction in which they
will go. Rising risk professionals have great ideas and we just
need to listen.” ♦
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NEED A SOLUTIONS PROVIDER?
SEARCH RIMS MARKETPLACE,

THE INDUSTRY’S MOST COMPREHENSIVE BUYER’S GUIDE
Find a provider that’ll help your company
effectively minimize risk. Browse robust
profiles with company descriptions,
products, whitepapers, articles, videos,
and more. Begin your search at
www.RIMSmarketplace.com.
BROWSE PRODUCTS

Find providers in categories including:
>> Claims Services
>> Finance
VIEW VIDEOS

>> Human Resources
>> Insurance Providers/Services
>> IT Services
>> Legal Services
>> Risktech

READ CONTENT

>> Software
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2019 RIMS
CHAPTER AWARDS
The RIMS Enhancing Chapter Outcomes (ECHO) awards program is a strategic planning and recognition program that is designed
to help local chapters develop annual plans to align with the mission and vision of RIMS. Each year, chapters are provided with a
planning template and encouraged to outline their goals for events and educational opportunities in one of four categories:
●

Innovation: Introducing a new method, idea or process leading to improved operational efficien

●

Development: Increasing membership or enhancing the member experience

●

Engagement: Increasing overall member involvement in chapter activities

●

Advocacy: Successfully advocating at the local level on behalf of RIMS and the field of risk managemen

Throughout the year, chapters track their progress and then submit a completed ECHO template to highlighting their achievements
and lessons learned. The ECHO program is administered by the RIMS Member and Chapter Engagement Committee, which also
serves as the judging panel for all ECHO awards. After reviewing the submissions, the committee selects winners from each category,
along with one overall Chapter of the Year.

CHAPTER OF THE YEAR

Nevada
Developing and engaging the next generation
of risk professionals is a
key goal of RIMS and its
chapters. This is shown
in the work of the 2019
RIMS Chapter of the Year,
Nevada. Through the
year, the RIMS Nevada
chapter took significant
action to engage and
help rising risk professionals grow personally
and professionally. The
chapter developed unique
programs and innovative
content to capture the interest of college students,
recent graduates and new
professionals who are just
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entering the industry.
Many young risk
professionals report
that the cost of meetings has prevented
them from becoming a larger part of
their local chapter. By
eliminating the cost
of monthly meetings,
and carrying that cost to
the annual membership
dues paid by employers,
the RIMS Nevada chapter
saw an increase in meeting attendance of over
40% by recent graduates, current students and
previously underserved
members.
The chapter also took
steps to meet young
risk professionals and

students where they were,
namely by establishing a standalone Rising
Risk Professional group
and developing a relationship with the University of Nevada Las Vegas.
Establishing this connection with a local educational institution allowed
for seasoned risk leaders to attend classes and
talk to students about
their journey as risk prac-

titioners. This also
created an opportunity for students to
learn about and attend
local chapter meetings and network with
future mentors and
colleagues.
With the creation of
a Rising Risk Professionals group, the chapter was able engage a new
group of risk practitioners
through dedicated meetings and social events.
The chapter found by
holding events specifically for young professional at nontraditional
meeting times, they were
able to get participation
from a younger subset of
members.
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INNOVATION AWARD

DEVELOPMENT AWARD

ENGAGEMENT AWARD

ADVOCACY AWARD

New York

Upstate New York

Orange County

Broward County

The New York chapter
won the ECHO Innovation
Award in 2019 for its work
in broadening the scope,
relevance and benefits of
chapter programs and for
its work with organizations
to strengthen member
value. By enhancing communication and education
platforms, the chapter was
able to drive membership
and create new ways for
members to interact and
gather risk knowledge.
The chapter worked
diligently to bring virtual
classes for the Associate in
Risk Management (ARM)
designation to members
and improved its online
presence by creating a new
website and utilizing social
media to build awareness and increase accessibility. These changes
significantly increased
attendance by risk managers, young risk professionals and industry partners
who had not previously
attended chapter functions.
In addition, the chapter worked to develop
new program content that
received positive feedback
from attendees. ♦

Because of its successful
strategic planning efforts
to align with the local risk
management community
in 2019, the Upstate New
York chapter received
the ECHO Development
Award. The chapter found
that passion about member engagement comes
from the top, and enlisted
a new slate of board members devoted to creating
member value.
In 2019, the chapter ran
its first “Bring a Friend
Event,” which enabled
RIMS members to bring
along a guest for 50% off
the usual nonmember
pricing. These referred
individuals would then
be entered into a raffle for
exciting prizes.
The chapter also
increased its presence on
LinkedIn and used the
social network to reach
out to potential members,
speakers, and meeting
attendees. In addition, the
chapter posted all events
and updates to LinkedIn, as
well as its website, as a way
to further communicate
with the local risk management community. ♦

The leading goal of all
RIMS chapters is to engage
members and build closer
ties among the local risk
management community.
The Orange County chapter made a concerted effort
to invigorate monthly
meetings and its board of
directors to better engage
risk professionals, earning
them the ECHO Engagement Award in the process.
At the outset, the Orange
County chapter committed itself to increasing
participation in chapter
supported events by 20%
by creating innovative
and fun opportunities for
members to come together.
Among these were the
Orange County Street Fair,
where members of the
chapter attended on behalf
of RIMS and contributed their time to support
more than 40 charities in
the city of Orange, California. The chapter also
co-hosted a Casino Night
with a like-minded organization, in which the chapter raised over $1,000 for
local charities. In addition,
the chapter hosted over
100 members for a holiday
gala, held events catered
towards emerging leaders, and worked with local
universities to host interactive sessions about the risk
management profession. ♦

As the 2018 Chapter of the
Year, the RIMS Broward
County chapter took additional strides in advocating
on behalf of RIMS, its
members and its fellow
chapters in Florida in 2019,
earning it the 2019 ECHO
Advocacy Award.
The Broward County
chapter worked in close
partnership with the RIMS
Member and Chapter
Engagement Committee on
the creation of the Chapter
Toolkit, and provided best
practices and templates as
foundational documents.
The resource will allow
chapters to better advocate on behalf of RIMS and
their local risk management communities.
The Broward County
chapter also partnered
with the National African
American Insurance Association and the Public Risk
Management Association
to hold events and expand
RIMS reach beyond traditional risk communities.
The chapter acted as a
sponsor for the NAAIA’s
event and attended the
event to engage with local
professionals and promote
the work of RIMS and
the Spencer Educational
Foundation. At the PRIMA
co-hosted event, the chapter welcomed almost 150
attendees. ♦
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and reputational risk, or anything in between, we are
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KATHERINE DAWAL
RISING STAR AWARD

R

IMS Rising Star Award winner

Katherine Dawal has been a risk
professional for 10 years but hit
her stride in 2017 when she was hired by
K+S Potash Canada, an arm of German
salt and potash mining and processing
company K+S, as its risk and insurance
manager. It is the only risk position in the
Saskatchewan location, where approximately 420 employees are based.
Her arrival coincided with the opening of
the fi st greenfield potash mine in the province of Saskatchewan in more than 40 years.
“When I joined, the mine was just becoming operational and it was the single largest
investment in K+S Group history,” Dawal
recalled. “It was a great opportunity to work
in the province where I live. It was new and
exciting and I wanted to be a part of something that had a strong future ahead of it.”
Her initial duties were to establish the
direction, structure and management of the
insurance and risk management programs.
Dawal felt that since the company was building its assets and was still finding its way in
the area, she could customize a risk framework that enabled K+S to be more operationally focused. So she quickly expanded
her role to include operational and enterprise risk management responsibilities.
K+S has been working toward achieving
an ISO 9001 certification, which focuses on
quality management, by the end of 2020.
But Dawal recognized that the company
could also conform to ISO 31000 since it is
industry-agnostic and the frameworks were
similar. Once she secured upper management buy-in, Dawal implemented a threephase approach to achieve the ISO 31000
ERM framework and build a risk culture
around safety.
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“If you throw a significant risk management program across an organization all at
once, there’s going to be a lot of pushback
and that is why we’re doing it in phases,”
she said. “We are in between the second
and third phases with plans to develop a
risk champion group where various risk
owners across the organization meet to
discuss best practices and opportunities for
improvement.”
The Bachelor of Commerce degree with
a major in finance that Dawal earned from

the University of Saskatchewan has proven
quite handy at K+S. She put it to good use
when she orchestrated the placement of a
surety bond with the Saskatchewan Ministry of the Environment in 2018. This bond
provides the government with a financia
guarantee for the mine’s decommissioning
and reclamation environmental obligations.
The placement also marked the fi st of its
kind for the potash industry in the province
of Saskatchewan.
“Being a finance major, I knew that having
a significant amount of cash set aside for
the next 400 years was not the best use of

our company’s money,” Dawal noted. And
after educating the government offic s
and internal senior management about the
opportunity presented by surety bonds, she
was able to solidify the transaction. “It was
the result of jumping through a lot of hoops
to place it, but it was defini ely a win for the
company,” she added.
Beyond achieving sound financing for
K+S, the arrangement also benefi ed the
potash industry in the region, as it proved to
be the template for several other mines that
have placed similar bonds with the ministry.
GIVING BACK TO THE PROFESSION
Dawal’s passion for the risk management
profession transcends her day job. A
RIMS member for the past decade, she is
currently serving a two-year term as vice
president-north of the RIMS Saskatchewan chapter, and has become a key board
member by providing energetic leadership
at programs and by attending RIMS Canada
Council meetings on behalf of the chapter. Dawal caught the event planning bug
following the RIMS Canada Conference
in 2019 and was elected to co-chair the
host chapter committee for the 2021 RIMS
Canada Conference, which will be held in
Saskatoon.
She has also mentored several young
professionals both at K+S and in the region
in an effort to further the risk management
profession, but also as a good karmic
practice. “I’ve been fortunate enough to
have very strong and influential mentors
and sponsors throughout my short career,”
she said. “They took an interest in me and
helped me grow and I’m happy to pay it
forward.” ♦
– JUSTIN SMULISON
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